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From the Chaplain

THE QUONDAM EDITOR

Season’s Greetings and Saudades

Happy New Year
Rev. Ben Phillips

MICHAEL ROYSTER
We’ve planned an early edition this month, because although
Christmas comes but once a year, when it comes mid-week it
wreaks havoc on Carioca schedules. The Tree was lighted/lit, as
were advent candles, and many of our community organizations
held Christmas celebrations. We’ve tried to give as much
coverage as we can to those events, but if we fail, February will
be here sooner than we know.
Santa’s ride around Dedo de Deus last month also saw him take
his elves down to the Ipanema-General Osório metrô station
and … lo and behold! They opened it up for business once again,
after being closed since last February.
Speaking of last February, that was the first time (or so the
Quondam believes) that the online version of The Umbrella
carried pictures and photographs and more in colour. We hope
our readers appreciate this, it really makes a difference in our
view. If we could afford colour printing, we’d do it, but we can’t
so we don’t.
Speaking of next February, The Umbrella will be celebrating/
commemorating/commiserating our first score of years in print.
February 1994 was our first effort at putting out a newsletter for
the entire community, a successor to the newsletters each society
used to send out to its own members.
Speaking of local societies, we know from RioLife Redux that
back in 1992 there were at least 17 in our community who
met to pow-wow, but we’re not sure which they were, so we’re
asking our readers to tell us. Just tap into your memory bank
and then send us a letter with your list, preferably with a tidbit

of information, such as who was the keeper of the key to the
piano in the Hall. This is our neo-Proustian version of “À la
recherché du temps perdu”, often styled “In search of lost time”,
but what we’re actually doing, of course, can be summed up in
one marvelous Portuguese phrase: “matando saudades”!
Speaking of “saudades”, this issue contains the prequel/rebuttal
to our article last month on mountaineering from 4 decades ago,
as well as reportage on the “3 Peaks Challenge” organized by
the campaign to support SCWC – the Street Child World Cup
to be held here in Rio this coming March. Our cover shows you
2 of the 3 peaks around Rio which were scaled by volunteers.
There’s more inside on this worthy cause, which has received
ever so generous support from people at The British School and
elsewhere around the community.
Doing a “saudades” segue from the World Cup, Peter Kurz has
reminded us of the meanings of Maracanãs, Martin Hester has
reminded us of open air birdsong and more, Ewa Procter has
commended a musical about Elis Regina and Nan takes us away
from open air noise into a retrospective of Brazilian cartoon
history. Don’t miss any of these articles.
The Quondam will be ensconced in the cerrado mineiro for
the next couple of weeks, feasting on pamonha and pão de
queijo and possibly quaffing some of the local moonshine. He
gratefully acknowledges the inestimable assistance offered this
month by his regular editorial collaborators, and a Nunquam
substitute.

A Bishop was getting bored with the slow
deliberations of a patronage board in
choosing a new vicar. He had seen applicant
after applicant rejected for seemingly trivial
faults. The church seemed to want the
impossible from their vicar. He decided
that it was time that the board did a little bit
of soul-searching. So, he sent them a new
application. It read:
“Dear Sir, I believe that you have a vacant
parish and I would like to apply for the
position. I have several qualifications. I have
been a successful preacher and writer, some
have said that I am a good organiser, and I
am a born leader.
I’m afraid I have never preached in the same
place for more than a couple of years. I’m not
very good at keeping records and at times I
have forgotten who I have baptised.
I’ve never really been very good at getting on
with local religious leaders. In fact I’ve had

several death threats and I’ve been beaten up
a couple of times. I have to admit that I have
been in jail three or four times. I have been
forced to abandon some towns after I caused
riots and disturbances. However, I do like to
travel, and I am very keen.”
The patronage board were a little shocked.
How could the Bishop expect them to
consider a trouble making ex-con with
no real qualifications? Surely, that sort
of person would be weeded out of the
process long before he could get near a
parish. They asked the Bishop the name
of this person who had the audacity to
put himself forward with that sort of
background. The Bishop smiled as he told
them—Saint Paul!
I like that story, for it shows that sometimes
even when a minister has faults he may still
have some redeeming qualities. In one of
his letters Saint Paul tells us that he had a
thorn in his flesh which he asked God to

remove from him. The Lord refused, saying
instead: “My grace is sufficient for you, for
my power is made perfect in weakness.” (2
Cor 12:9)
As we start the new year we may be giving
thanks for the year gone by or we may be
regretting our mistakes and failures. God’s
words to Paul show us that He understands
our weaknesses. Jesus came to redeem
us from our sin, from our mistakes and
failures. That means that we do not have to
live life weighed down by the burden of our
sins. We can be made new by accepting His
Grace.
So, when I wish you a Happy New Year I
am not merely celebrating the change from
23.59 to 00.00: I am hoping that each and
every one of our readers may know God’s
renewing, redeeming, recreating Grace:
Happy New Year!
Yours, Ben

See you next Year!

VIEW THE UMBRELLA ONLINE IN VIBRANT COLOR, RATHER THAN IN BORING
BLACK AND WHITE!! GO TO HTTP://ISSUU.COM/THEUMBRELLA

Societies INFO
The British & Commonwealth Society of Rio de Janeiro - Rua Real Grandeza 99,
Botafogo, 22281-030. Secretary: Gaynor Smith. Office hours: Mon to Fri from 8:30 am to
5:30 pm - Tel: 2537-6695 - Fax: 2538-0564 - bcsrio@bcsrio.org.br - www.bcsrio.org.br
The American Society of Rio de Janeiro - Tel: 21 2125-9132
Contact: www.americansocietyrio.org email contact@americansocietyrio.org
International Club of Rio de Janeiro - General Inquiries: inquiries@incrio.org.br President: president@incrio.org.br www.incrio.org.br
The British School - Botafogo: Rua Real Grandeza 87, 22281-030.
Tel: 2539-2717, Fax: 2266-5040 URCA: Av. Pasteur 429, 22290-240,
Tel: 2543-5519, Fax: 2543-4719. BARRA: Rua Mário Autuori 100, 22793-270, Tel: 3329-2854
- http://www.britishschool.g12.br
Emails: edu@britishschool.g12.br and admissions@britishschool.g12.br
The American School - Estrada da Gávea 132, Gávea,
Tel: 2512-9830 - www.earj.com.br - admission@earj.com.br
Our Lady of Mercy School - Catholic American School in Botafogo Rua Visconde de Caravelas 48, Botafogo - Tel: 2266-8282 / 2266-8250 / 2266-8258 www.olmrio.org
The St Andrew Society - Rua Real Grandeza 99, Botafogo, 22281-030 President: Jimmy Frew - Tel: 2205-0430 / 9206-1977
jhf@scotbras.com.br - www.standrewrio.com.br
Christ Church - Rua Real Grandeza 99, Botafogo, 22281-030 Tel: 2226-7332 chchurch@terra.com.br - www.christchurchrio.org.br
The Royal British Legion - www.britishlegion.org.uk
www.bcsrio.org.br/activities/rbl.asp
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Disclaimer: The editors of The Umbrella accept no responsibility for claims
made either in the ads or the classifieds, and the opinions expressed in the articles published are those of the writers, and not of The Umbrella.

The Umbrella is published monthly by the British and Commonwealth
Society of Rio de Janeiro. Print run: 600 copies. Deadline: second to
last Monday of the month
Editor: Michael Royster - mr.royster@uol.com.br
Graphic Design & Desktop Publishing:
Marcia Fialho - marcia@marciafialho.com.br
Films & Printing: Gráfica Falcão.
Cover: Marcia Fialho.
Society articles are the responsibility of each society.
The Umbrella is distributed free to all members of the Rio de Janeiro
BCS, American Society, St. Andrew Society, Royal British Legion & British School staff.
Classified ads: Gaynor Smith at the BCS office: Tel: (21) 2537-6695,
Fax: (21) 2538-0564. E-mail: bcsrio@bcsrio.org.br
Commercial non-classified ads:
please inquire about technical procedures with
Marcia Fialho. marcia@marciafialho.com.br

ADVERTISE IN THE UMBRELLA

THE OFFICIAL ENGLISH-SPEAKING COMMUNITY NEWSLETTER IN RIO
TEL: 21 2537-6695 EMAIL: BCSRIO@BCSRIO.ORG.BR
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BCS (BRITISH AND
COMMONWEALTH SOCIETY)
BCS Christmas party
In early December the BCS had the
unfortunate news that Bob Hartley
needed to go to the UK to help his
daughter and family and will be
there for a while. Bob had known
of the problems in the UK, but had
nobly delayed his departure as long
as possible so as to be able to get the
BCS Christmas party organised. I
would like to thank Bob for all he has
done and hope he can sort things out
in Britain and be back with us before
too long. Bob managed to do a lot
for the party before he left, but a few
things remained to be done. A superb
team of ladies then swung into action,
consisting of Mary Crawshaw, Anna
Whyte and Monica from our office.

All the good preparatory work ensured
that the party was a success, with some
70 people present. Rev. Ben Phillips
kept things lively and on time in his
role as MC. The food was outstanding
with early sandwiches donated by
the British School, scones and cream
provided by Annie Phillips, a full
buffet dinner with turkey and finally
the traditional Christmas cake, kindly
donated by Noreen Smith who made
it some two months in advance to give
it time to mature. It was consumed
rather faster, after being formally cut
by our consul Paula Walsh.
One of the high points of the party
was a 30-minute music and dance
performance by Art and Social
Transformation, a group of talented
young musicians and dancers recently
back from a performing tour of leading
US universities. Money raised from
the raffle was given to them. A bit
later, we enjoyed Christmas carols with
Martin Hester at the piano and the rest
of us singing.
Father Christmas came, as promised,
laden with gifts for the many children
present, and later there was a raffle
with some wonderful prizes given
by a number of kind companies and
individuals. We thank them very

much and congratulate the winners.
The prizes and winners are shown
below.

WDA (WOMEN’S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION)

1 - Weekend Stay-for-2 at the
Copacabana Palace – Alice Reid

NEWS FROM THE WOMEN´S
DIOCESAN ASSOCIATION

2 - Francesca Romana Diana necklace
– Margarita Maria Mari

We are pleased to let our readers
know that, thanks to the wonderful
support received from everyone, and
to the hard work and dedication put
into the event by the WDA ladies, the
Christmas Bazaar was once again a
success.

3 - Dinner-for-2 at Cipriani Restaurant
at the Copacabana Palace – Jaqueline
Smith
4 - Brunch-for-2 at Pérgula poolside
restaurant at the Copacabana Palace –
Silvia Chvaicer
5 - Dinner-for-2 voucher at Pobre Juan
– Colin Reed
6 - Dinner-for-2 voucher at Pobre Juan
– Paul Rusby
7 – Makeup Products – Phebo Pink
Line – Granado – Paula Walsh
8 – Barbershop Products – Granado –
Diana (Mary Crawshaw’s daughter)
9 – Vintage Line – For woman –
Granado – Diana (Mary Crawshaw
daughter)
10 - Beauty treatment - by Silvia
Chvaicer – Giana Marquês
11 - Beauty treatment - by Silvia
Chvaicer – Audrey Hieatt
12 - Dinner-for-2 voucher at Yalla
Bistro – Debbie
13 - Dinner-for-2 voucher at Yalla
Bistro - Mary Crawshaw
14 - Lunch/Dinner voucher at Via Sete
– Leopoldo Paganelli
15 - Lunch/Dinner voucher at Via Sete
– Audrey Hieatt
16 - Lunch/Dinner voucher at Felice
Café – Maria Tereza Pinheiro
17 - Lunch/Dinner voucher at Felice
Café - Philip Coate
18 - Coffee Table book from Jamer
Books – Alice Reid
19 - WDA Kit – John Nixon
I wish you all a very Happy 2014!
Robert Barclay
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This year our efforts have been truly
rewarded by a message received from a
lady and her husband who kindly sent
us an email telling us how much they
enjoy the event every year, maintaining
as we do the traditional Christmas
cakes, puddings and crackers. It is
not often that we receive any form
of feedback and as this year has
been particularly difficult for us, this
message was much appreciated and
will serve to boost our enthusiasm and
encourage us to face the challenges
before us in 2014. Many thanks from
all of us at the WDA.
The total proceeds from our annual
Jumble Sale held in July, together with
the profit from the Christmas Bazaar
including sales of our marmalades,
pickles and chutneys made throughout
the year, slightly surpassed last year´s
result, which was very good. The
proceeds have now been distributed to
several charities. Donations were made
to: the Ambulatório Praia do Pinto (a
medical centre for those in need); the
Santa Rita de Cássia Orphanage in
Jacarepaguá; the Instituto Pró Criança
Cardíaca; and Christ Church.

Anyone wishing to visit the Orphanage
in Jacarepaguá will be most welcome.
Sister Mabel is the person to contact—
she will be happy to show you around
the orphanage and you will see how
they are putting the donation to good
use. The address is Rua Florianópolis
1305, Praça Seca, Jacarepaguá. Phone:
2425-2207.

Dinner for two Pergula Copacabana
Palace - 00744

As usual, our Giant Raffle was very
popular and the winning numbers were:

Special thanks go to our sponsors
listed below, in alphabetical order:

Weekend for two - Copacabana Palace
- 00606

Atrium Restaurant

Electric barbecue - 01067
Kit of bathroom accessories – Fabrimar
- 00674

Johnnie Walker Red Label Whisky 01015
Mochila Coca-Cola - 00465
Lunch for two Atrium Resturant –
00670

Copacabana Palace

Cîroc vodca - 00597

Fausto Martins

Dinner for two Cipriani restaurant
Copacabana Palace - 00746

HM Consul General
Jamer Books & Things
Laboratórios Granado

Book – Whisky opus - 00505

Manfred Hufnagel

Gordons gin - 00592

Nam Thai Restaurant

Crystal bowl - 00649

Olive Arantes

Moringa – Van Gogh Museum - 00972

We hope that we can count on your
support again next year.

Fabrimar barra de apoio - 00907
Ballantine’s whisky - 01063
Print - 00762

and more...

Coca Cola

Fabrimar

Dinner for two – Nam Thai restaurant
- 00628

corners

Bodman - Morris

Oil painting - Olive Arantes - 00529

Fabrimar Viscaya square shower 00950
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The WDA ladies are now taking a welldeserved rest but will be back on the
job right after Carnaval, on Tuesday
11th March. Meanwhile, all of us at the
WDA trust you enjoyed the Christmas
festivities and we wish you A VERY
HAPPY NEW YEAR!

RBL (ROYAL BRITISH LEGION)
The RBL Rio de Janeiro Branch has
had another busy and successful year
culminating in a thoroughly enjoyable
Gala Dinner, thanks to the diligent
efforts of the organisers and the skill
and hospitality of the Copacabana
Palace, for which we thank them
enormously and, a very moving and
memorable Remembrance Service at
Christ Church, conducted by the Rev.
Ben Phillips, with the presence if the
Band of the Brazilian Fuzileiros Navais.
It is also appropriate to remember our
supporters, ever present throughout
the year and, very importantly, our
Members that make all this possible
and worthwhile. Thank you too to the
5
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British School for their participation
in our Poppy Appeal, as did the British
Consulate, and special thanks to our
Consul General, Paula Walsh for her
ready support to all our events. We
wish you all a Happy and Prosperous
New Year.
And as the New Year is almost upon us
your Committee is busily planning the
Annual General Meeting, which will
take place in February or early March
2014. We will write to all Members
and put a notice on the BCS Website
with the details. Meanwhile we look
forward to another meaningful year for
those we, and you, help.
Steve Carnt

SCM (SOCIETY OF CHORAL
MUSIC)
The SCM Christmas Concert took
place at Christ Church on Monday 9th
December, under the baton of maestro
Ruy Wanderley. It featured music by
Telemann, Saint-Saëns and Martin
Shaw, all connected with the Christmas
season. Songs in Latin, German and
English were magnificently performed
by choir and soloists, and enjoyed by
the audience that filled the church,
who joined in for the singing of the
final number “Adeste Fideles”.
The following Monday, 16th December,
the annual Messiah Sing-along was
held again at Christ Church. We
say “again” because 2013 is the 60th
year that Christ Church has hosted a
Messiah Sing-along during Advent. It
also marks the 29th consecutive year
in which maestro Ruy Wanderley has
led the choir, soloists and the orchestra.
This year the singer section was
bolstered by the addition of members
of the SCM choir and, for the first time,
members of the Uni-Rio choir, whose
maestro Julio Moretzohn, conducted
the rousing final Hallelujah Chorus
at Ruy’s request. Outstanding soloists,
an impeccable string orchestra and a
choir of more than 100 voices made
this a truly memorable celebration of
Handel’s seasonal masterwork.

TBS (THE BRITISH SCHOOL)
“Backstage Spotlight”
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I am sure that those of you who were
fortunate enough to see The School
Production of ‘Backstage Spotlight’
went away buzzing with the energy
and enthusiasm that the whole cast
and production team put into the
show. It was entirely their show. For

CARIOCA STYLE

Faces of Rio

NAN CARIOCA
It came by mail - not electronic,
but “snail mail” on expensive
stationery. A fancy women’s apparel
shop located on Leblon’s main
thoroughfare advises its clients that
yes, it is still open, and it offers a 15%
discount if you shop there — a great
incentive. Attached to the mailing,
a map explains at length how to get
to the shop, since it is located smack
in the mess created by the Metrô
construction works.

those of you who do not know, it was
Bruna d’Avila of Class 10 who stepped
forward in February of 2013 with the
proposal to direct this year’s School
Production. Teachers empowering
pupils to lead – relinquishing control
– is still a strange concept to many
and some questions were immediately
raised. However, Bruna is a formidable
young lady and she got the green light.
Hearts were set on performing ‘Sister
Act’ it was a real setback to find we had
no chance of obtaining the performing
rights; even Bruna’s visit to New York
to ask in person was not successful.
If having tried and tried again you are
not succeeding, you are most probably
learning. Bruna clearly learnt from
this experience and came back with a
proposal for an even greater personal
challenge; not only would she direct
the production, she would also write
the script!
Belief is the most important factor in
any project; without it there can be
no success. Bruna’s belief in herself
was soon transmitted to and shared
by others. The strength of this year’s
production was the sheer excitement
of being independent. Co-Directors
Julianna Mitchell and Thomas Rimmer
made an impressive leadership team.
Their creativity and attention to detail
guided the whole cast through months
of rehearsals. The young Class 6 and
7 pupils involved have been inspired,
seeing the senior pupils demonstrate
such commitment and leadership.
As the months went by it was clear the
confidence was growing, collaboration
was building positive relationships,
even Class 9 and Class 11 pupils in
their IGCSE and IB examinations
volunteered to support and a couple
took on some major roles. Three weeks
before the dress rehearsal the news that
the new lighting system for the Urca
Auditorium would not be installed
until December would have made
many panic. The resilience that the

team had developed by then meant it
was all taken in their stride … and the
show went on.
The result was a creative, original piece
of work linking many well-known
songs from various musicals, which
enabled the cast and crew to show their
talents and have some fun!
I believe there is a message here for
all of us. When an opportunity arises
it should be seized. Do not wait for an
extraordinary opportunity, take what is
there and make it a success. If we look
at The British School Learner Profile,
‘Backstage Spotlight’ has been a fine
example of how pupils demonstrate the
attributes of great learners.
Congratulations to the whole cast
and crew on their achievement.
Bruna mentioned her personal pride
but all of us associated with The
British School can feel proud of this
production and the performances
of all those involved. Thanks go to
Fernando Pisani, Clare Cato and
David Williams for giving all the
hours they did so that rehearsals
could take place and many thanks to
the parents for supporting the project.
Mr Chris Blanch, Head of Urca Site,
The British School, Rio de Janeiro

Imagine that you are right in front of
the shop, but on the other side of the
road and you want to reach it: you
have to cross five (that’s right, five)
streets lined with high fences and
poles sporting surveillance cameras.
Hardly appealing: noisy machinery,
trembling pavement, dust of all
colours and smells assaulting
eyes and noses, people ambling
aimlessly in front of you, bicycles,
wheelchairs, nannies running after
stray children, delivery boys with
huge bags and packets…
But never mind that. Our beautiful
city is one big job site, being revamped
for two big events – World Cup and

Metrô construction in Leblon

Olympics – and the result will be to
our gain as citizens. Right now, many
a Christmas tree is already decorated,
shining with tiny lights and stars,
surrounded by wrapped-up gifts.
Many a heart has made a list, written
or not, of well-intentioned promises
for the upcoming year 2014. It is the
time of the year when everyone has
really good feelings and expectations
of things to come. We exercise an
ounce more of patience, of tolerance,
of optimism.

debates; the artwork will be shown
throughout the first months of 2014.
Enjoy!

Fittingly, a great opportunity for
a few smiles and laughs is the
exhibition grandly (and hopefully)
entitled the “First International
Caricature Biennial” (“1ª Bienal
Internacional da Caricatura”). Many
places in Rio will be showing the
cartoons and other works of several
important artists, but we’ll focus on
just three, all easily reachable by
Metrô: the Centro Cultural Justiça
Federal, the Museu Nacional de
Belas Artes, both in the centre of the
city and the Museu da República in
Catete.

Museu Nacional de Belas Artes

Paintings, drawings, sketches and
even clay figurines will be displayed,
depicting many important events
in almost 200 years of Brazilian
history, in a humorous light. The
event includes book launchings and

Entrance is free in all these venues,
whose details follow:
Centro Cultural Justiça Federal
Av. Rio Branco 241.
Tuesdays to Sundays, 12 noon to 7 pm.
Until January 12th.
Metrô Cinelândia.

Av. Rio Branco 199.
Tuesdays to Sundays, 10 am to 6 pm.
Until March 9th.
Metrô Cinelândia.
Museu da República
Rua do Catete 153.
Mondays to Sundays, 10 am to 5pm.
Until February 20th.
Metrô Catete.

Wishing you all a PHENOMENAL
2014!
Nan Carioca
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SCWC 3 PEAKS CHALLENGE

British School in conjunction with CalArts professors. The
project is supported by The British School Charity.

John Wroe, Nick Walker and John Nixon

On Thursday 21 November, the Street Child World Cup
hosted a unique fundraising challenge in Rio de Janeiro. The
challenge was to climb the three peaks of Pedra da Gávea,
Dois Irmãos and Corcovado within the day. Twenty-two
supporters took part raising vital sponsorship money for the
work of the organisation as it campaigns for the rights of
street children across the world.
The challenge took in mountains with a combined height
of 2,086 metres and a variety of terrain consisting of thick
forest complete with snakes and creepy spiders, an urban
walk through the Vidigal favela and open peaks with
incredible vistas and knee-buckling sheer drops. One of
these mountains alone would have been a challenge but
three within the day? Well, the locals were telling us that it
couldn’t be done.

Led by mad dogs and Englishman it was on to Vidigal and
the group set out climbing in the midday sun. Beginning
with the roads of the local community or favela, the team
admired the street art whilst hurriedly rehydrating. As
the time ticked unforgivingly on, we were whisked off by
minivan for the final challenge: Corcovado - the home of
the symbol of Rio; Christ the Redeemer.
Corcovado is situated in the centre of Rio de Janeiro and it
was from the glorious Parque Lage that we began the ascent.
The 710-metre granite peak is also located in the Tijuca
Forest. By now, the group was low on energy and enthusiasm
but we were buoyed by the presence of our partner project
IBISS, with Philip, Wendo and Fernando.
Philip runs a special programme coaching the girls team
which will represent Brazil at the Street Child World Cup
in March. The programme, which is organised by IBISS,
is called Favela Street and it engages disadvantaged young
children from the favelas in football and education in order
to keep them from the streets. Wendo is one of the football
coaches of the project and had recently been caught in a
tragic crossfire incident in a pacification operation but had

survived his injuries. Wendo and Fernando were both born
and raised in Rio but had never been to the symbol of their
city: Christ the Redeemer.
This 38-metre statue of Jesus atop the mountain was the
final destination of the 19 of us who completed the 3 Peaks
Challenge. Not only had it been completed in a day but the
team had made it in only 11 hours. There was an ecstatic feeling
of jubilation among everyone at the summit as we waved the
Street Child World Cup flag that read “I AM SOMEBODY” the message from street children to the world.
If you would be interested in learning more about the
3 Peaks Challenge and how you might take part, please
contact: <Joe@streetchildworldcup.org>
Joe Hewitt - Street Child World Cup

Marcia Lewis, Rachael Corris and Anna Whyte

Thiago Vittorio e
Rafaela Fernandez Trujilho

The British School

The non-uniform day collection to raise money for The
Philippines was a great success!! It generated over R$30.000
which will go to the Philippines Red Cross via The British
School of Manila.
We believe our community can help in some small way, both
far away and closer to home. We would like to thank all staff,
parents and students for their support and for caring.

The evening, being the first of its kind for The British School
Charity, was a great success and raised over R$15.000 for
The Street Child World Cup.

As I have been making a lot of money with my Curupaiti
Campaign I suggested to Sr Miranda (from Curupaiti
Hospital) that we could also make a nice Xmas for the
children at the Casa Ronald McDonald, as we have done for
two years running.

As a school, we have been following the
terrible events in the Philippines and the
recovery effort in the wake of Typhoon Haiyan. Many staff
and children have expressed a wish to help or contribute in
some way and through various personal links we do have
links to The British School Manila.

So, on November 22nd 2013, students at the Barra Unit and
the Botafogo Site came to school wearing their own clothes,
and made voluntary contributions supporting Philippines
Aid Relief. The Urca Site will have a similar non-uniform
day collection later this term.

Raffle prizes for the evening were donated by a host of
companies both local and global. Our thanks to: The
Copacabana Palace, Terra Brasilis, Chelsea Football Club,
Jorginho, Leo Moura, Francesca Romana Diana, Beam
Global Superior Liquors, Pobre Juan, Via Sete, Felice Café,
Yalla Bistro, Jamer Books, Maria Araujo, Tereza Stengel,
Bobstore and Bianca Gibbon for their generosity.

Curupaiti Campaign follow up!

Special Non-Uniform Day ................
Supporting Philippines Aid Relief

We have been in touch with The British School Manila and
we decided to join them in having a special non-schooluniform day to raise funds for the Philippines Red Cross.
We feel this is the most appropriate and immediate way to
raise awareness. Their website <http://www.redcross.org.ph>
has further details.

The path was then set for the evening’s key speakers, Fabio
Xavier Dos Santos and his adoptive mother Clenir. Aged 4
years old, Fabio was homeless on the streets of Rio. He went
on to tell the diners that at 9 years old he was part of a drugs
gang. However with support, rehabilitation and his own
strength of mind, he now has a loving family and trains Chefs
for the Habib’s restaurant chain across Brazil. His moving
story is a shining example of how lives can be turned around
with just a bit of help and lots of determination. You can learn
more about Fabio at <http://www.streetchildworldcup.org.uk>

Worthy Causes

Worthy Causes

Mr John Nixon challenged parents to support their
children to become more socially responsible, through
the opportunities provided at the school and in the wider
community, and to encourage them to get involved in
the Street Child World Cup tournament in March 2014.
The founder of Street Child World Cup, John Wroe, gave
a moving account of how he came to establish the first
tournament in South Africa in 2010, how the tournament
raised awareness, and was partially instrumental in forcing
the government to stop, the “rounding up” of street children
in that country.

The trek began at 8.30am at Pedra da Gávea, a monolith
rising 842 metres above sea level and located in the Tijuca
Forest, a national park; it took more than two and a half
hours for the group to reach the granite summit and one
hour and a half to come down. The challenge intensified
with a sheer face mountain climb of about 20 metres where
guide ropes were optional. On the way down there was no
option – we had to abseil down this tricky outcrop. The
sheer size of the challenge began to dawn on the group as it
rushed to the bottom.
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The British School Charity Event

On Tuesday 10th December, parents of The British School
and supporters of The Street Child World Cup joined
together for a fundraising dinner. Organised by The British
School Charity, as part of The British School’s wider support
of SCWC, the dinner was intended to raise awareness of the
SCWC tournament, galvanise support of parents for the
partnership and raise funds for the street children who are
going to take part in the initiative.
Alessandro e Frederico’s varanda in the Fashion Mall, Sao
Conrado, played host for the evening and laid on a special
discounted menu for diners. Despite the rain and mid-week
traffic, 100 people arrived to enjoy an excellent menu and
thought-provoking speakers.
Music for the evening was provided by a talented duo of
young musicians, Thiago Vitório and Rafaela Fernandez.
Having grown up in a community in Barra Mansa, State
of Rio, both have received some of their training under
the Arts & Social Transformation programme, run at The

I invited friends to come along with me to help distribute
the gifts and on a rainy afternoon December 1st 8 friends
came along with Sr. Miranda and me. Three of these helpers
were from the British School Barra (Eduardo & Pedro Pozzi
& Alex Job Said).
We decided to visit the Ronald McDonald House just as
the children were going to have their afternoon snack, so
it would be a surprise. We took 130 toys, teddy bears for all
the children, back packs, games, cookies, sweets, lollypops &
two beautiful cakes.
The 38 children interned there kept thanking us for being
there with them. One little boy said to me, “eu não gostei
da festa... eu AMEI !!” All of us who were there that happy
afternoon also LOVED it !!
Thank you again to all my lovely friends who help make so
many sick children happy!
Mary Jean Job
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Dedo de Deus
By Ernest J. Henley

Born and raised in Rio, where he
now lives and enjoys his retirement,
and holder of an M.Sc. and a Ph.D.
in Environmental Sciences from
NYU, Carlos has been an inveterate
mountain climber since age 14. At that
tender age he participated in the team
of four young Carioca mountaineers
who first attempted to climb “Pico da
Neblina”, Brazil’s highest mountain.]
“Professor Slesser’s version of our
ascent of Dedo de Deus and of how
he transformed an old, frayed, nylon
rope into a case of Chivas Regal is
badly in need of elaboration. His
overly modest account of what surely
must be acclaimed as the “rope trick of
the year” hardly makes him out to be
the rogue and blackguard he really is.
Indeed, the true saga of how a feeble,
middle-aged, New York City cliff
dweller whose previous highest ascent
had been to the top of the Empire
State Building (in an elevator) found
himself nearly strangled near the end
of a tortuous 5,300 feet, fourth‑degree
climb (the great Herzog called it “very
challenging”) may be of interest to
your readers. It may also serve as a
deterrent to other novice climbers
who may be foolish enough to trust
Malcolm Slesser.
I freely admit that I went of my own
volition; indeed, it was I who suggested
the near fatal climb, and introduced
Slesser to Carlos Costa Ribeiro, our
Brazilian guide and gracious host.
It was, in fact, my second attempt at
Dedo de Deus. Carlos Costa Ribeiro
and Mauro Andrade, who was then
one of my graduate students at the
University of Brazil, had attempted
to yank and shove me up the “tourist

Dedo de Deus, Teresópolis

trail” to the top of the rugged peak the
previous month. The fact that Carlos
and Mauro, two of the strongest, most
resourceful rock climbers in Brazil,
had not succeeded in hoisting me more
than 500 feet over the well trodden
trail to the summit is an accurate
testimonial to my physical condition
and skill as a mountain climber. I still
recall, with a warm glow, how Carlos
and Mauro walked over to me as I
lay panting and prostrate on a gentle
45 degree slope and said with typical
Brazilian tact and gentileza, “Professor,
at times when climbers are faced with
insurmountable obstacles, they show
more courage by retreating than by
going on.”
It was in a naive, American spirit of
Rotarianism that I introduced Carlos
to Malcolm and offered to drive them
to the base of Dedo de Deus. It was
my intention to walk with them to
a comfortable vantage point and to
then enjoy a picnic lunch and a restful
afternoon with a good book, leaving
the climbing to the professionals. In
preparation, I loaded my knapsack
with two bottles of Beaujolais, a small
roast chicken, biscuits, a package
of gruyere cheese, containers of
coleslaw and potato salad, carrots
and cauliflower, a tin of Toll House
cookies, two pears and an orange,
silverware, napkins, and a tablecloth,
an autographed copy of Professor
Slesser’s “Red Peak,” my camera, a pair
of high power binoculars, sneakers,
a first aid kit, mosquito repellant, an
inflatable cushion, a box of Suerdieck
cigars, and a flask of Remy‑Martin.

The cognac, wine, and cigars were, as
I recall, chosen with some care since I
had to consider the bon vivant tastes of
my erstwhile Scottish friend.
The ninety minute drive behind us,
we arrived at the base of the mountain
at the uncivilized hour of 5 a.m. I
did not partake of the conversation
in the car, partly because I was too
sleepy, but mostly because it was in a
foreign language‑mountain climberese. There was a certain amount
of semi‑abrasive, verbal sparring
since Malcolm had never climbed in
Brazil, and he was understandably
curious to learn what the Brazilians
considered to be a difficult climb, and
what techniques were used. Carlos
responded to Malcolm’s questioning as
one might expect a proud native of an
underdeveloped country to parry the
thrusts of an European superman. His
general attitude, quite understandably,
was that of a confident young
challenger who was eager to know how
hard the champion could hit. It was the
beginning of a friendly rivalry; I was to
be its first victim.
We cast a few coins in the fountain
next to the shrine in memory of the
climbers who had died attempting to
scale the formidable peak, then we
began the four hour trek to the base of
the Finger. Had I not been struggling
unsuccessfully with the dense tropical
underbrush, a heavy knapsack, and
a pair of ill‑fitting mail‑order boots,
I would have noticed that we were
taking an entirely different route than
Carlos, Mauro, and I had taken three

First to scale Dedo de Deus - April 9, 1912: Américo de Oliveira, Raul Carneiro, José Teixeira,
Alexandre de Oliveira e Acácio de Oliveira

weeks earlier. Adding to my confusion
was the fact that I was perspiring so
much that my glasses were fogged, and
I was suffering from what Jack Benny
once called the clothing sickness: my
tongue was coated and my breath was
coming in short pants.
At approximately 9 a.m. I practically
fell into Carlos and Malcolm who had
been racing along ahead. They had
removed their knapsacks and were
pensively scrutinizing the 1,000 foot
high rock pinnacle which loomed up
immediately ahead. It was a heroic
sight; I felt like a roach at the foot of
an obelisk.
I was very grateful to Carlos for
having taken us to see this epic view
and, after consuming some food and
a bit of cognac and snapping some
photos, I suggested we move around
to the other side of Dedo de Deus
from where we would begin our
ascent. The conversation, which had
previously been carried out in English,
Portuguese, or German, in all of which
I am relatively proficient, suddenly
lapsed into French, leaving me voiceless
and voteless. It was apparent, however,
that Carlos was having a difficult time
convincing Malcolm that an ascent was
even remotely possible. It involved, as it
turned out, pulling one’s way up about
700 feet of a 90 degree slope, followed
by a thumb-hold traverse across thirty
feet of the exposed face and finally
a series of two hundred foot French
chimney wriggles up ten‑inch wide,
damp openings inside the peak.

There were four reasons why I did not
spread my tablecloth right then and
there. (1) It was too early in the day;
“Red Peak” could not possibly hold my
interest for more than four hours. (2)
The first few hundred feet of the ascent
promised to be fun, since much of it
could be accomplished by climbing
up the branches of trees which grew
in miraculous fashion in the granite
rock (this also made it look deceptively
safe). (3) I had already consumed half a
bottle of wine in an attempt to maintain
my water balance. (4) I had become
somewhat emotionally involved in the
contest.
There was much talk of the equipment
which would be required. The two
Professionals donned hand-tooled
leather boots and appropriate
paraphernalia, and I was outfitted
with a pair of canvas‑topped bedroom
slippers with rope soles called
“alpargatas’” which cost 50 cents and
are usually worn by impecunious
fishermen. There was a long discussion
of whether or not Malcolm would
need expansion bolts and pitons, but
ultimately he was dissuaded and he
set out only with muscatons, wedges,
and an old ninety foot rope which
looked suspiciously like the one I had
seen Janet hang the family laundry on.
Carlos also carried a ninety foot rope,
but for some reason they did not want
me to take my brand new thirty meter
nylon rope.
By some untold miracle, I managed
the first 700 feet. The procedure was

The “jeito” for reaching the open face
was to crawl along the branch of a
small tree. If done properly, the tree
bends and drops you against the side of
the cliff whereupon is fastened an iron
spike. As you clutch the spike and pull
yourself out onto a barely perceptible
ledge, the tree moves away from you;
it is literally a point of no return unless
one is wearing a parachute. It was an
ideal place for me to settle down with
my remaining bottle of wine and book.
Why didn’t I?

Mountaineering

Mountaineering
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[Editor’s Foreword: This article was first
published in June 1968, one month after
publication of the article with the same
title by Prof Malcolm Slesser, reprinted
in the December 2013 Umbrella
issue. Mr Henley was referred to as
“Harvey” in that article, for reasons
no one can recall. Both articles were
made available to us by reader Pedro
Solberg, who received them from his
longtime friend, Carlos Costa Ribeiro,
mentioned in both articles.

roughly as follows. Carlos would
shimmy gracefully up a crevice or
tree and then fix a rope so I could pull
myself up. My legs never touched the
side of the mountain. I was, however,
making good use of my knees and
elbows, which were a bloody mess. I
do not know how Malcolm negotiated
the climb because whenever I reached
Carlos, I collapsed in a soggy heap.
No one was paying any attention to
me at all. Malcolm was alternately
complimenting Carlos on his artistry
as a climber and then berating him
for his complete disregard for safety
precautions. Carlos was romantically
involved in the thrill of climbing and
the glories of the vistas. It took us
approximately three hours to negotiate
the 700 feet, and to reach our first
crisis; we were at the point where it was
necessary to traverse the open face.

The traverse, incidentally, is named the
Maria Cebola (Mary Onion is a literal
translation). “Maria Cebola Day” in
Brazil is the equivalent of the American
“Sadie Hawkins Day” where the ladies
are allowed to marry any man they
can outrun. It is descriptive because
the traverse slopes steeply up; hence,
it must be negotiated quickly without
loss of forward momentum.
When I proposed that I stay and wait
for the two protagonists, Carlos, who
had already negotiated the traverse,
argued that it was not safe to descend
via the Cebola. I then offered to meet
the duelists at the foot of the mountain,
if they would let me borrow one of the
ropes for the descent. This was vetoed
by Malcolm because Carlos had fixed
one of the ropes for the traverse and had
left the other one as a belait (the fixed
end of the belait, as it turned out, was
tied to a cactus). I was given no choice;
I became an unwilling participant in an
unscheduled Olympic event.
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It took us four hours to climb the
remaining 200 feet. Although most
of the delays were due to “Harvey’s”
cramps, Malcolm’s desire to recover
two 25 cent wooden wedges which
Carlos and I would willingly have
abandoned proved to be a major
hang‑up. It was almost five o’clock
and nearly dusk when we started
our descent. The simplest way down
would have been to rappel; however,
this would have deprived our two
adversaries of the challenge of racing
down the chimneys, so back into
the bowels we went. At this point
I had the good fortune of losing my
glasses. I say good fortune, because I
am considerably myopic and without
my glasses the descent was much less
terrifying than it might have been
otherwise.
It was dusk‑turning‑to‑darkness when
the final and fateful crisis came. We
were confronted with a forty foot
rappel, the first five and the last twenty
of which were free fall since the cliff
had a negative slope. Malcolm was the
first one down. He eschewed a belay
largely, I suspect, because he did not
trust either Carlos or me to secure it
properly.

I followed with Malcolm’s rope as
safety looped around my chest. My
rapid, giddy descent was interrupted
violently approximately eighteen feet
from the bottom. The safety rope had
tightened in a vice‑like grip around
my chest and I was spinning like a
top in midair. The belait and the fixed
rope (both of which were in the same
carabiner) were tangled and knotted!

not offered Malcolm a case of scotch I
would, to this day, be hanging battered
and bruised at the foot of Dedo de
Deus. If Malcolm Slesser saw, as he
wrote, the finger of God wagging at
him as we left the scene, it was because
Deus was saying “For shame ! For
shame !”

Despite my total lack of climbing
experience, I immediately made the
correct diagnosis and with what little
wind was left in my crushed chest, I
called out bravely, “Cut the safety rope,
Carlos.”

GLOSSARY (courtesy of Mr John
Nixon, a renowned climber)

“Don’t you dare,” bellowed Malcolm,
“that’s my rope. It cost 7 pounds.”
What took place in the next twenty
minutes is too bizarre and shameful to
recount. It was patently obvious that
Carlos could not pull me up; I could
not detach the safety rope without
endangering my life by releasing the
rappel; there was no way that Malcolm
could get to me since I was four feet
from the cliff in midair.
I am convinced to this day that had I

FINIS

Belait/Belay – “a procedure for
securing the rope and climber - usually
a few pitons or wedges that secure the
climber to the rock face - then the rope
is slowly paid out to the lead climber.”
Carabiner – “a type of snap link or oval
shaped piece of metal with a gate that
can be opened to clip in the rope or
into a piton.”
Étriers - short “ladders” made from
webbing or tape that can be clipped
into a piton or peg in the rock and then
used to step up - usually when the rock
is very steep or overhanging. [French]
Muscatons - metal pitons or pegs with
an “eye”- they are hammered into
cracks in the rock and the rope or
“étriers” are clipped into them.

THEATRE

ELIS, A MUSICAL
EWA PROCTER
If you are an old-timer in Rio, you have
probably seen at least one of the shows
where Elis Regina performed. She was
a singer with a marvelous voice and her
shows, both on television and on stage,
were always a joy to watch.
Nelson Motta and Patricia Andrade have
written the text for this musical that
portrays part of Elis Regina’s life, rather like
an homage, and where the songs that made
her famous are sung live by the cast.
Dennis Carvalho, the famous TV director
who makes his debut in theatre with this
musical, directs a cast of nineteen people,
plus the nine versatile musicians. “Elis, a
Musical” is a show not to be missed! It takes
you back to the past, and it is a beautiful
past.
Young actress and singer Laila Garin gives
a wonderful performance as Elis. She is so
good that she has already been nominated
“Best Actress” in the Shell Award for the
second semester of 2013. I wish to advise
you, however, that the result of this award
will only be known in the first few months
of 2014.
Laila Garin does not try to imitate Elis
Regina in the show, despite her physical
resemblance to the singer, but her voice is
so similar that if you close your eyes you
will think that, due to some miracle, Elis is
alive and singing for you. Felipe Camargo
plays Ronaldo Bôscoli, Elis Regina’s first
husband, and is a good surprise in this
show. However, it is Danilo Timm, as
Lennie Dale, who gets the big applause
after his solo performance.

in the musical world. However, she
was a woman ahead of her time! Public
opinion on her life did not matter much
to her. As John Keats (1795-1821) put
it: “O for a life of sensations rather than
of thoughts!” The show looks at her two
marriages, the first to Ronaldo Bôscoli,
with whom she had a son; the second
to César Camargo Mariano, with whom
she had two children, one of whom is
the well-known singer Maria Rita. The
entire show revives famous people of the
time, such as Luiz Carlos Mièle, Paulo
Francis, Carlos Imperial, Jair Rodrigues,
as well as Tom Jobim. Elis Regina’s
extensive repertoire is well represented:
numbers by famous composers such
as Tom Jobim, Caetano Veloso, Chico
Buarque, Carlos Lyra, Zé Ketti, Edu Lobo
and Zé Rodrix, among many others, are
all under the musical direction of Delia
Fischer, who is also responsible for the
arrangements.
In the main, it is a happy musical, dealing
with the life of this singer who has not
been forgotten. Fortunately, the text does
not focus on Elis Regina’s untimely death
at the age of thirty-six. The audience is
invited to enjoy and go home remembering
a number of excellent songs and very good
performances.
“Elis, a Musical” plays at the Teatro Oi Casa
Grande, Av. Afrânio de Melo Franco, 290
– Leblon, ground floor of the Shopping

Leblon. There is paid parking inside the
Shopping. Performances take place from
Thursday to Sunday. They start at 9 pm on
Thursdays and Fridays; at 5 pm and 9 pm on
Saturdays and at 7 pm on Sundays. Prices
vary considerably, ranging from R$50 (fifty
reais) to R$150 (one hundred fifty reais)
on Thursdays; from R$60 (sixty reais) to
R$160 (one hundred sixty reais) on Fridays
and from R$70 (seventy reais) to R$180
(one hundred eighty reais) on Saturdays
and Sundays. There is a 50% (fifty percent)
discount for students and senior citizens.
As far as censorship goes, only children
over twelve are admitted.
The show lasts for 130 minutes, with a
fifteen-minute interval. Tickets are sold in
advance, and there is a large demand to
buy them. The evening I saw this show the
house was completely packed. This musical
is scheduled to run until the 2nd of March,
2014 – already at the beginning of next
year’s Carnival.
I have heard, however, that Laila Garin does
not play at the Thursday matinée. For this
performance, Elis Regina is played by one
of the understudies. So, if you are interested
in seeing Laila Garin, make sure that you
purchase your tickets for one of the shows
where she plays the lead.
(*) Ewa Procter is a writer and a theatre
translator and a Board Member of the
Instituto Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga

The show starts with Elis as a young girl
in Porto Alegre. Aged seven years old, she
tried for a local radio station’s talent show.
Unfortunately, she got stage fright at this
first public presentation. She was unable to
go on; her voice would not come out. It was
only five years later at the age of twelve that
she returned to the show and was able to
give a wonderful performance.
The story then focuses on Elis Regina’s
career, when she moved to Rio at
the age of eighteen. She had trouble
making herself known and supporting
herself and her parents with her work
12
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TRAVEL WARNING PART I
By Jack Woodall, former Editor of The
Umbrella.

There was a big notice before the x-ray
scanner that passengers born before
1938 don’t need to take their shoes
off. I don’t actually mind removing
my shoes, but I really object to having
to take off my belt, because my jeans
always start to fall down. But the guard
told me I had to take my sandals off in
spite of the notice, and send them back
through x-ray.
But back to the penknife. The TSA
guard said they could pack up my tiny
penknife, label it and send it with my
checked bags so I could get it back at
Heathrow. But (there’s always a catch)
this had to be done on the other side
of security! To save me going through
the security rigmarole again, Mary
went back to check-in where they
finally found an empty 2-foot-long
cardboard box on the floor, wrapped
the little thing in newspaper, put
it in, taped it up and (in the nick of
time) checked it. We picked it up at
Heathrow at the Oversize Baggage
counter (there is no counter for
Undersized Baggage).
Moral of the story: Don’t believe
everything you read on the internet
about security, and if they take away
your sharp things and you want to

TRAVEL WARNING PART II
By The Quondam Editor.
If you’re an American citizen and a
long-term resident here and over the
age of 60, even though your permanent
ID card has an expiration date, you
don’t have to get a new one because of
a law from sometime back in the 1980’s
and a “portaria” from the federal police
around the same time.
But you should definitely go along to
the federal police at the airport (make
a prior appointment by internet) and
apply for your new ID card, because
when you go abroad the airline staff
abroad may not know about that law,
and will not want to let you get on
the plane back to Brazil, because your
“visa has expired”. The visa itself never
expires, it’s permanent; but the ID
card does expire, typically 9 years after
issuance.
The new ID card is free of charge if
you’re over 60, and when you go the
federal police will give you two pieces
of paper. They’re both proof that you
applied for a new card, but one of them
has your picture and a fingerprint. Be
sure to take that one along with you,
because airline staff see the other one
which is a “protocolo” and don’t think
it has any legal value.
When the Quondam says “airline
staff ” he is specifically including the
Brazilian staff of Brazilian airlines
stationed abroad, more specifically a
Brazilian at GOL’s check-in counter at
Aeroparque, the downtown airport in
Buenos Aires. One would think GOL
would have told its staff abroad about
this Brazilian law, but apparently not.
Recently the Quondam did manage to
board a flight back to Rio, based on the
“protocolo” and the “expired” ID, but it
took the staff well over 30 minutes to
find someone who had the authority to
make this happen.

TRAVEL WARNING PART III
What you don’t know can kill you.
Yellow Fever. There are plenty of
adults travelling to countries in the
yellow fever endemic zone who don’t
see any reason to get the vaccine, in
spite of the fact that every few years
an unvaccinated foreign tourist on
an Amazon fishing trip or African
14

jungle visit dies of the disease. They are
usually planning to stay only in capital
cities, which they believe are free of the
disease, and Brazil does not demand to
see a valid yellow fever certificate on
entry from abroad.
But they do not allow for two
possibilities: either they may decide,
on the spur of the moment, to take
a side trip on the Amazon or into
the African jungle, or a person from
the interior infected with yellow
fever may arrive in the capital, as
happened in Asuncion, Paraguay in
2008 and Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire in
2010, and start an outbreak there.
Moreover, all capitals in the endemic
zones, with few exceptions such as
La Paz, Bolivia, are full of dengue,
and the urban mosquito that
transmits dengue is also capable of
spreading yellow fever, so to neglect
vaccination is a needless risk.
Influenza. Even nurses and hospital
staff don’t rush to get their annual flu
shot, because they are not convinced of
its value. Every year in the UK, about
20% of adults and 5% of children get
the flu, and an average of 600 people
die from complications of the disease.
The NHS offers free flu vaccine to over
65’s, pregnant women and anyone with
an underlying health problem such as
asthma or diabetes, which makes them
more vulnerable.
The Rio health department also offers
free shots to over 65’s. The strains
of virus in the two countries are not
always the same, but the vaccines
are tailor-made every year to match
the predicted outbreak types north
or south of the Equator. Since the flu
season in Rio comes 6 months after the
end of the flu season in the UK, and the
vaccine is only protective for 6 months,
you should get vaccinated in both
places at the start of their respective
flu seasons.
A careful analysis published last year
shows that flu vaccine approximately
halves the risk of heart attack, stroke
and death in the next 12 months, even
if you already have a cardiac problem.
Believe it!
Jack Woodall has done research on yellow
fever in Africa and the Amazon

“The big Community Pow-Wow: The BCS
recently chaired the 2nd Community Calendar Meeting.
Representatives from 17 societies got together to thrash
out the dates for the various events to be held throughout
the year. The theme of “mutual support” was very much in
evidence with dates agreed on and fixed in record time. (In
fact, RioLife’s spy, Adam Reid, reports that there was only
one dispute, and that was between the Royal British Legion
and the American Society and concerned the American Day
of Independence. The date wasn’t the problem; the question
was whether the Americans had won their independence or
been given it.) During the discussions, the following points
were generally agreed on:
- ticket prices are to be kept to a minimum in an attempt to
attract greater numbers;
- more imagination is to be used in the type of entertainment
offered;
- use each other’s newsletters/membership lists as a way of
reaching more people;
- ensure that RioLife be given sufficient notice in writing of
what’s going on.
The use of the Community Hall for community events
was discussed, and it was generally agreed that, with a few
provisos (is that Jimmy Frew’s claymore rattling?) it could
and should be used more often. Rev. Stuart Broughton
has since said that he would be happy to consider the
requirements of the community users on a case by case
basis. The WDA suggested that a separate fund be set up for
the refurbishment of the Hall: new tables, new chairs, table
cloths, glasses. This is being looked into.”
[Editor’s Note: Those were the days, my friend.]

THE STORY OF THE PERFECT
FRUIT
The story that follows is no more original now than it was when
RioLife published it in January, 1993, but it’s fun, and worth
revisiting. Within it are qualities such as simplicity, honesty,
listening to others, practicality and consensus, concepts which
The Umbrella hopes will be with its readership throughout the
year ahead.
Not long after the world was created, we were happily idling
our time away by a stream under a shady jacaranda tree,
when God passed by. Since it was Saturday, He gave us the
right to make a request.
We really could ask for things in those days, since there was
a lot that had not been invented yet, despite the fact that
there were already some strange and obviously superfluous
beings, like the snake, the mosquito and the hippopotamus.
On that Saturday, we had agreed that our request should be
for a fruit… one that would have all the good qualities and
none of the defects of those already in existence; a fruit that
would be simply sensational. The king of fruit.
God agreed and asked for details of this marvelous fruit:
“Examples! I want examples!”

We set to work. The first specification was given by Toothless
Tom: “Lord, it must be easy to chew. Something that even
one as toothless as I could eat.”
Lazy Larry, a self-confessed slacker, lived up to his nickname:
“A fruit like a pineapple, but which is easy to peel. Zip, zip,
peeled, ready, eat.” (The zipper was one of those things that
hadn’t been invented yet, but you can see where the idea
came from.)
Everyone gave an opinion, endowing the marvelous fruit
with all the virtues we could dream of. Easy-going Earnest,
stretched out on the grass, said: “Lord, it should be a big
enough that three or four would satisfy your hunger, and not
like the grape and the cherry that you can eat till you’re sick
of them and still be hungry.”

RioLife Redux

TRAVEL TIPS

Readers may be interested to hear
about a recent experience at airport
security in Orlando, Florida. First of
all, we had read on the internet that the
rules on carrying knives on planes had
been relaxed, now allowing penknives
with blades of less than 4cm to be
carried on board. I have a very small
PanAm souvenir penknife, with a nail
file instead of a second blade, which
I was carrying when I had to empty
my pockets going through security at
Orlando. The TSA man took it off me,
explaining that the new rule had only
been proposed, but not yet passed into
law!

from “Around the
Community” - riolife, march 1992

get them back, allow plenty of time to
go all the way back to check-in, pack
them up and send them on the same
flight.

Thrifty Theodore: “There should be no waste, not like the
avocado and peach, whose stones are inedible.”
“Alka-Seltzer Al: “Its taste should be neither sickly nor
nauseating.”
Clean Clement: “Unlike the cashew fruit, the juice shouldn’t
run down your fingers and mess up your shirt.”
Fastidious Francis: “It shouldn’t be spiky like the prickly pear
and definitely shouldn’t be full of strings that stick between
your teeth like the mango.”
Technocratic Tim: “It should ripen gradually, so that none if
it winds up overripe or rotten. Also, it shouldn’t get wormy
like the guava.”
Epicure Edward: “It should be neither too sweet nor too
sour, not too hard and not too soft.”
Suggestions were made for more than an hour. Finally,
Earthy Eamon made himself heard: “It should be abundant
all year ‘round, and should grow in both rich and poor soil.”
There was a respectful silence, and then God spoke:
“It is against my principles to create perfect things. I always
like to leave room for improvement by man; otherwise,
the world becomes monotonous and unchallenging.
Nevertheless, you have presented a fine, well-considered
case, and so I shall make an exception. But may this be the
last time.”
And so God created the banana.
[Editor’s Note: This story was originally submitted to RioLife by
the late Philip J. Jenkins, CBE. For The Umbrella, it was tweaked
and introduced by EWJ, a former editor of RioLife.]
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Maracanãs and other colorful carioca birds

Nature

River, itself named after the tupiguarani word for “chocoalho” or rattle.
Apparently, around the first half of the
20th Century, a large number of small
macaws from Brazil’s north migrated
to Rio’s Zona Norte and became known
as Maracanã-guaçu, or birds “that
made rattle-like sounds.” Whether the
story is true or not, the fact is that first
the river, then the stadium, were both
named Maracanã, after the birds who
had settled there.

Maracanã Red Shoulder

The Maracanã, among the smallest of
all Araras, is also known as the Redshouldered or Noble Macaw (Ara
nobilis). Colorful as are all Araras,
Maracanãs also have the narrow, long
tails characteristic of macaws and so
are clearly distinguishable when they
fly, even at a distance.
Their powerful curved mandibles,
and the beautiful feathers with many
shades of green that cover their bodies,
wings and tails, are truly spectacular
seen close up, with the araras perched
nearby. That’s also when the red leading
edges of the wings and the orange eyes
are most visible. The Noble Macaws
are seldom found in urban habitats;
they prefer Mato Grosso, Amazonas
and Pará.
In Rio you can see Maracanãs and
other colorful birds in Brazil’s oldest
zoo, located in the imperial park
called Quinta da Boa Vista in São
Cristovão, within walking distance
of the train and subway stations.
Coincidentally – or perhaps not – the
Jardim Zoológico do Rio de Janeiro is
next door to that other, more famous
“Maracanã”, the one originally built for
the 1950 World Cup, re-named Estádio
Jornalista Mário Filho, and re-opened
after extensive renovations earlier this
year, in preparation for next year’s
World Cup.

On June 17, 1950 around 200,000 fans
crowded into Maracanã – a stadium
with a “maximum capacity” of fewer
than half that number – and there
saw the 1950 World Cup final match,
between Brazil and Uruguay. One
story (doubtless apocryphal) relates
that after the disastrous result in that
game, all the Maracanãs abruptly left,
so that only those few Red-shouldered
Macaws in the Zoo still remain in the
area.
Rio’s first Jardim Zoológico was created
and built by the Barão de Drummond,
who purchased Princess Isabel’s
Fazenda dos Macacos (near today’s
Vila Isabel and Morro dos Macacos).
An entrepreneur and developer, he
inaugurated the zoo in January, 1888,
a few months before Princesa Isabel
signed the Lei Áurea abolishing slavery
(May 13, 1888). An amateur naturalist,
Barão de Drummond was inspired by a
visit to Paris to create several landscaped
parks in Rio, with trees, artificial lakes,
and a zoological garden. To fund the zoo

Open Air Music

he “invented” Brazil’s “jogo do bicho.”
The late Phoebe Freeland recounts the
story in an article reproduced by Chris
Hieatt in www.cariocaforever.wordpress.
com, further enriched with his own
additional comments.
Since 1985 the Jardim Zoológico
has been part of a foundation which
manages the zoo and also several
animal conservation projects. Its
current location next to Maracanã (the
stadium) is a few miles from Barão
de Drummond’s original site. It now
houses more than 2,100 animals on
its 138,000 square meter wooded and
landscaped park. The zoo is home
to more than 1,000 birds, including
the colorful Bem-te-vis, Flamingos,
Tucanos, Papagaios, Periquitos and
Beija-Flores. And, of course, the many
macaws: Scarlet, Hyacinth, Great
Green, Green-winged, Red-shouldered
Noble, Golden-collared, Blue-headed
and Blue-throated and more.
Perhaps the Maracanãs will return
again in great numbers for next year’s
World Cup final!
Peter Janos Kurz
[Editor’s Note: Despite entering both
rounds of the FIFA World Cup ticket
lottery, the futebol-playing author and
his soccer-playing son failed to secure
even one ticket to even one game in
Maracanã next year. So they are in the
market for two tickets. If you can help,
please contact the Quondam Editor.]

Sixty-three years ago the stadium was
associated with the nearby Maracanã

ADVERTISE IN THE UMBRELLA

One of the biggest changes in my lifespan,
and probably one of the less desirable, has
been the ability to propagate sound over
distances. Sound is a compressional wave in
the air which dies away quite quickly with
distance, as well as being disturbed by other
air movement, so it is often carried away
by the wind. In the absence of “civilising”
man, there thus tends to be a silence, except
for the sounds of nature close by. But now,
the joining of sound with sophisticated
electronics has changed all that.....!

Sounds of Nature
When I was a boy growing up in North
London, the sounds I remember were the
songs of birds – the thrush, blackbird,
and the remarkable robin (who produces
cascades of loud notes from his tiny frame).
Together with the occasional chuff chuff
of the steam train and belch of a lorry,
that was about it. Though aeroplanes were
tremendously loud, they were so infrequent
as to be a source of excitement rather than
resentment.
Now, spending more time in Itaipava,
away from Rio and its continuous hum of
traffic, I have become conscious again of
birdsong, with new sounds which I cannot
yet identify. In Rio, perhaps the easiest to
identify is the bem-te-vi, a medium-size
bird with a yellow breast, who says in a
raucous fashion “Bem-te-vi-i-i!” Cariocas
also know the screech of green parakeets,
the cheep of pardais (house sparrows), and
if we’re lucky, the melodious, flute-like song
of the Sabiá Laranjeira, or rufous-bellied
thrush.

cavity – a surrounding structure which
has some natural vibrating frequencies
which are excited in sympathy with the
original sound, which produces more
intense sound waves. So a singer uses the
chest, throat and mouth cavity to amplify
the vibrations of the vocal chords; the
wooden casing of the violin amplifies the
sound of the string vibrating as the bow
is drawn across it; the clarinet and oboe
amplify the vibrations of a reed; while the
trumpet and horns amplify the vibrations
of the player’s lips.
Canalizing natural sound is another
problem: it spreads out in spherical fashion,
unless there is some reflecting surface
to push it back again. Something can be
done with piping - as in the stethoscope
and voice pipes - which have the merit of
simplicity and continuing to work if there
is a power failure!
But by and large, in the open air music does
not carry, unless there are no interfering
sounds, and no wind – and what first
comes to mind is the way sound travels in
the still of the mountains. I can remember
sitting on one side of a Scottish glen, and
hearing clearly the sounds of the kitchen
and voices from a cottage that was so far
away on the other side it was tiny! And
nothing like the skirl of the bagpipes heard
from afar! Yodelling and Alpine horns were
used as means of communication thanks to
the quiet of the high mountains.

Unamplified Music in the open
air

Another way of getting unamplified
sound to travel more is by using a natural
amphitheatre or bowl to reflect part of the
sound back to a focal area, from where it
spreads out even stronger. The reflecting
surface may be natural (like a rock
formation) or a shell-like structure over
the top and behind
the performers. Some
natural amphitheatres
are quite remarkable
in the way they get
sound to carry to the
audience.

Sound is produced by something vibrating,
which sets up pressure waves in the air.
For transmission, air is essential - but
amplification is a problem. Traditionally,
amplification is done by using a resonant

In Rio, there are still
two cultures which
resist the tendency
to amplification: the
Roda de Choro is a

Now up in the hills I’m going to watch
out for the rare sound of the Uirapuru, or
organ wren, who sings clear pure notes well
separated from one another. Tough task,
because he apparently only does this for
15 days in the year, while building a nest to
attract the female!
Maracanã Shoulder to Shoulder
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surprising one, because all the instruments
of Choro are lightweights – bandolim,
cavaquinho, guitar, flute, and pandeiro are
typical members of the group. The “Choro
na Feira” group used to play every Saturday
in General Glicério, but now you can
hear them or others at night in the Praça
São Salvador in Laranjeiras. At midday
on Sundays there is a group “Choro no
Parque” who play in the Parque de Ruinas
in Santa Teresa, and the Parque Garota de
Ipanema also has groups playing during the
day. Many kiosks along the seafront, from
Leme to Barra, also have their Rodas de
Choro or Rodas de Samba. Nothing quite
like sipping a beer by the sea, watching the
beach people and hearing all those sambas
which everyone seems to know by heart!
But the piéce de resistance is of course the
Bateria de Samba, firmly entrenched in
popular culture. The rhythm instruments
themselves are not amplified (thank
heavens) but a singer or cavaquinho will be,
if they are to be heard. One of the things
I find exciting about the Samba percussion
is that the bass drums have a sound which
carries more, while the smaller instruments
which do the cross-rhythms have a smaller
reach. So when the band is approaching you
get gradually drawn into the pulse, which is
at its most complex and compelling when
it is right by you. And do you resist joining
in?

Amplified music in the open air
- Sounds of Rio
Now once you apply electronics to
capturing, amplifying and transmitting
sound, then we get into our modern world
- of announcement vans, souped-up super
woofer cars (how can they stand that
tremendous thud thud all the time?), openair symphony concerts (wonderful!) and
of course Rock concerts, which are simply
amazing for their sound and visual effects,
and the number of people they attract....
So even if it rains… Good Listening!

Choro na Feira - Rua General Glicério
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Letter to the Editor
Dear All concerned,
John and I would like to say how much we enjoyed the
December issue of the Umbrella. We thought the cover
with Father Christmas flying over the “Dedo de Deus”
superb and the article about the mountain climbers
wonderful.
Hey, and the CHRISTMAS BAZAAR was... SMASHING!
Well done.
Please pass on our thanks to all the ladies of the WDA
for working so hard to enable us all in Rio to keep up
English traditions at Christmas with the crackers,
puddings, mince-pies and presents, etc.
Happy Christmas!
Ann and John Hansen

Classified ads
SERVICES

Analytical or Short-Term PSYCHOTHERAPY - VIVIANE RICHARDSON.
experience with expatriated and cross-cultural issues. Lived
many years overseas: Canada, Singapore, UK and USA. BrazilianBritish CLINICAL Psychologist (license:crP-05.33022). MAster OF
arts, Aberdeen University, UK. master of LINGUISTICS • bilingualism, PUC-Rio. appointment by phone (21) 9966.9494
or e-mail: vivianerichardson@gmail.com
PORTUGUESE FOR FOREIGNERS – Brazilian-born certified teacher
fluent in English offers private Portuguese classes to adult
and child foreigners at their home/office or at her premises in
Leme or Leblon. Luciana, 21 3264-1312 / 21 97381-8118
luciana.kuenerz@gmail.com
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DEADLINE

FOR THE FEBRUARY EDITION OF THE UMBRELLA IS

MONDAY, JAN 20TH.

Please send your ads/reports as soon as possible.

